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Foraging for mushrooms – I’ve never done it, but hear how wonderful an experience
it can be with the right information and a willingness to get your hands dirty and your
nose exercised. Foraging for California bay laurel leaves and smoke distilling it yourself
is perhaps only applicable to a certain few then, namely, Juniper Ridge. In 1998, Hall
Newbegin started Juniper Ridge – the only wild fragrance company. He and the other
members distill perfume materials from plants and moss, to mushrooms, tree trimmings,
and bark. It’s an exercise in trial and error, born out of adoration for one’s home and very
much in the spirit of embracing the fleeting nature of nature. They’re based in Oakland,
California and I caught up with Hall to find out more.
Liam: Tell us about yourself, were you always into perfume?

ecstasy! We’re animals, all of us, it’s the easiest thing to forget, but

Hall: I always think of myself as an accidental perfumer. I got

we are, and we see nature through our noses. Enjoying real fra-

into perfume not because I’m into luxury goods, but because I’m

grance, the kind that comes from nature, doesn’t just belong to me,

a backpacker and a hiker and love the way the outdoors makes

or the twelve folks who work at Juniper Ridge, or the handful of

me feel. I started making wilderness perfume on trails and around

perfume noses in the world, or the best chefs – it belongs to all of

campfires about fifteen years ago because I wanted to capture that

us. It’s our heritage as humans. Experiencing real perfume doesn’t

feeling in a bottle. I grew up in Portland, Oregon and spent my

happen only at a department store perfume counter, it happens

summers hiking and backpacking around the lakes and peaks of

when you’re eating, drinking wine, beer or coffee, gardening, hik-

the Cascades region. Mount Hood, Mount Jefferson, the Three

ing – even walking down the street in Brooklyn to your job, if

Sisters – just saying those names brings a kind of magic into the

you’re paying attention. And please do pay attention, your nose

room for me, and that’s what my perfume is all about. If I can put

has so much to give you. It’s given me so much pleasure in my life,

a summer day on Mount Hood’s Timberline Trail when the wild-

it’s just such a rich world and it’s just sitting there for all of us, it’s

flowers are peaking into a bottle, well, that’s just the most beautiful

with you wherever you are right now, just waiting to be noticed.
Liam: That’s a great way to see the world, with such

thing there is or ever could be.

enthusiasm and pleasure that can be derived from smell.

Liam: I can imagine how inspiring those places must

It’s quite impressive trying to capture that enthusiasm you

be. Have you, or the other members of Juniper Ridge always

have for nature, do you find it a creative challenge to “cap-

been scent enthusiasts or budding perfumers?

ture” the smells of these places?

Hall: I’ve always seen the world through my nose but have

Hall: The challenges are headache inducing! I think some-

never seen myself as a typical perfumer because I’m grossed out by
what passes for perfume these days. I’m thinking about the Sierra

times people have this simplified view of what we do that’s

Nevada mountains of California right now because we’re just

something like; “They just go out to a place and throw everything

about to leave for our annual harvesting trips up there. If spending

they find that smells good into a bottle”. I wish it was that easy!

time in those mountains, swooning over the smell of freshly cut

For our Winter Redwood perfume, for instance, here’s a partial

cedar boughs and the way the sunlight warms up the forest floor

list of ingredients:

and releases this intoxicating conifer rush makes me a perfumer,

•

Smoke distillation of California bay laurel leaves

then I guess I am a perfumer.

•

Enfleurage to absolute of redwood cambium / bark

It makes me drunk frankly. Sometimes I stick my nose into

•

Steam distillation of redwood needles

an old rotting log, or a handful of redwood or just laying in a wild-

•

Enfleurage of wild harvested matsutake mushrooms (I

flower meadow in the high sierra and I start breathing it in and,

personally pick the mushrooms and begin the process of

I don’t know, I just can’t get enough of it. It makes me feel really

enfleurage on them – it also happens to be one of my favorite

good. This can lead to awkward scenarios on the trail of course

things, doing that kind of work from beginning to end,

when I’m laying on the ground with my face in the dirt moaning in

handing someone a perfume and thinking about the rainy
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day I was harvesting the very matsutake mushrooms that

smell the way it does. I might be 10% of the way capturing what

went into the fragrance)

we did this year with our Winter Redwood seasonal fragrance,

•

Steam distillation of oak buds

and I’ll spend the rest of my life getting perhaps halfway there on

•

Tincture of seaweed

capturing it completely right. Someone else is going to have to

•

Fresh Juice from Doug fir tips

pick up this work! There are over eight thousand species of plants

•

Wood fern fiddlehead enfleurage (woodsy almond!).

that grow in the west. It’s too much work but somebody has to
start the process.

And thats just a partial list! For every plant, lichen, moss, mush-

Liam: Working with such base natural materials, you

room or bark we work with, there are roughly ten different

seem to embrace the fleeting nature of nature and you label

processes we might apply to it. Since we’re experimenting with

your products with a harvest date too. Do you find some

these plants for the first time and no one has ever done this before,

people who use your products would like the exact same

we usually apply all ten different extraction methods and see what

smelling batch the next time round? Or are they happy to

we come up with. No one in the world can tell us if we’re going

embrace the fleeting nature of nature also?

to get a truer redwood smell from the leaves, bark, cambium, root

Hall: It doesn’t matter if our customers are happy to embrace

or soil and for each of those which extraction technique will work

change or not – frankly, there’s nothing we can do about it. Change

best.
You can see with that one plant, redwood, you’re talking

and inconsistency is in the nature of the materials we work with. If

about on the order of sixty or seventy different fragrance ingre-

you work with nature itself, you have to embrace change because

dients! “What’s the best way to turn lavender into a perfume

that’s the way it works. Factories, machines and predictable raw

ingredient?” Well, somebody figured that out a long time ago,

materials like refined petroleum produce consistency. If I harvest

but no one has ever worked with the plants we’re working with.
These are unknown fragrance materials in the established perfume

If you work with nature itself, you have to embrace
change because that’s the way it works

world. It’s up to us to do this for the first time and perhaps one
hundred years from now people will be looking back and using
the information we figured out saying, “Well of course we always
enfleurage and steam distill redwood needles, that combination
always yields the truest fragrance, duh!” But for now, we’re the

Sierra Cedar on a dry, south facing slope vs. a cool creek area, the

only ones working this way and it’s up to us to make tons of mis-

quality and colour of the oil is completely different. If I harvest in

takes to figure out the best method. And when we get it right and

the spring compared to autumn, very different results occur. If I

it smells true, ah, such a beautiful feeling! There are thousands

go for more northerly growing plants vs. southerly plants, guess

of things happening in the redwoods in wintertime that make it

what, totally different! We’re never going to be the McDonalds of
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use and embrace in such a grounded way, is it fair to say the

fragrances and produce perfect consistency because we work with

fragrance industry at large has abandoned real materials?

real plants, and real plants are always changing and responding to

Perfumer Thierry Wasser from Guerlain recently said at a

local conditions.

London talk that Shalimar contains at least 30% bergamot

Liam: It’s wonderful to embrace change in such a spir-

in its composition. Chanel even own fields of exclusive rose

ited way. I imagine that some perfume lovers would lament

crops in Grasse for use in No 5.

if the formula for their dearly beloved drastically changed.
Do you find you can hold onto a fairly cohesive scent struc-

Hall: It’s interesting that every time the assertion that the

ture at least for your fragrances?

fragrance industry is largely dependent on petrochemicals is chal-

Hall: I know it’s a bummer for our customers, but our fra-

lenged, invariably Chanel’s rose fields come up. In a study carried

grances really are tied to the harvest. Sometimes they change a

out by the Environmental Working Group and the Campaign
for Safe Cosmetics (May 2010), Coco by Chanel was tested and it
contained more petrochemicals than Curiosity by Britney Spears.
Whilst we may not know what goes into No 5, we do know
that Coco contains eighteen off-label chemicals, some of which
are known hormone disrupters and worse. It’s highly likely that
they’re using naturals in there too (I would hope so for US $150
a bottle), but what’s indisputable is that there’s a chemical stew in
there with eighteen surprise nasties not listed on the label. Maybe
it is an exaggeration to say that they abandoned natural materials altogether, but the big boys are clearly using those impossibly
cheap, long lasting petrochemical ingredients.
Of course the perfume industry is using naturals. I don’t
believe that they’re not using natural ingredients, I believe that
they’re leaning heavily on petrochemical ingredients. Whenever
folks like me make some noise about it, Chanel points to their rose
fields, Guerlain points to Bergamot, but the fact of the matter is
that whenever anybody bothers to do the chemical analysis work
the results are always the same; they’re using lots of petrochemical
synthetics and not a single perfume that’s been tested from the big
boys passes the 100% natural test.
Liam: In that last couple of decades, more naturally

derived ingredients have been on the rise and a lot of peo-

ple really support it. Do you think there is a resurgence for

wildcrafting/gathering maybe because of this? For instance,
in Scotland, there is the tradition of crofting in certain parts
of the Highlands, it seems very rooted to the landscape and
surroundings in which people live. Perhaps you’re not liv-

ing “off the land” but your fragrances certainly seem to at
least.

Hall: Yes! I was so lonesome when I started making perfume

little from harvest to harvest and sometimes they change a lot.

on trails fifteen years ago, no one was doing it before, but now

We have absolutely no control over that because nature itself is

I see it everywhere – food, drinks, alcohol, medicinal tinctures,

unpredictable. It’s a little like a buddhist exercise; rather than try-

everybody is going to the woods and I couldn’t be happier about

ing to control the change and make it uniform, we try to embrace

it! It’s our heritage as humans, and we forgot about it for so long,

that change and say, “Here it is, this beautiful day of harvesting and

and now foraging is coming back into our culture. This is just like

hiking in the mountains above Big Sur, and it’ll never be exactly

organic food, right? Before the Second World War, all food was

the same again”.

organic, and then it came back as a fancy niche product. Foraging

Liam: That is a fairly good way to look at most of life’s

is following that same trajectory and people are rightly saying,

ups and downs I believe! To get back to the materials you

“Hey, if I’m buying food that was grown by local farmers using
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traditional methods, maybe I should look for the same in clothes,

love with this little patch of earth, I can’t be reasonable and I’m

coffee and chocolate,” why not perfume too?

prone to making exorbitant claims such as, “This is the best place”,

Liam: That expansion is true. Do you think Juniper

which it is, ha! No seriously, how would I have any idea? I’ve prob-

hike the Tibetan plateau, Irish west coast or the Caucasus

itself and that plenty of other places are just as compelling- so go

technicalities of gathering plants and materials would be

Perhaps though, I’ll just talk about dirt for a bit. I sometimes

Ridge would branch out too in a different way? Perhaps

ably only visited about 2% of the planet. I suspect it’s just nature

Mountains and recreate smells of these areas? I imagine the

out there and start making perfume in your place!

trickier, but where have you been, or would like to go to

spend half an hour smelling a wet patch of ground. If I move my

create a smell of that region?

nose an inch it’s a different world of earthy fragrance. Forget about

Hall: No! This is our place, the place we know and love. I

the thousands of plant species, there are millions of microbe and

could spend the rest of my life making perfumes just on the moun-

fungi species in the soil. Have you ever noticed how woods take

tain I live on, Mount Tamalpais, in Northern California. There

in this incredibly sweet smell in the hottest weeks of summer? It

are roughly one thousand species of plants on that mountain, not

doesn’t matter if you’re in the Redwoods of Northern California

to mention lichens, moss, seaweed, mushrooms, soil and roots…

or the Sitka Spruce forests of the Northwest Coast, it’s a universal

it just goes on and on. There’s way too much work to be done just

phenomenon in coniferous forests and it’s not coming from the

there, just on that one mountain. There’s the way the mountain

trees – it’s the soil. It’s the dormant mycorrhizal and the billion

smells right now when the oaks put out their flowering catkins,

other microbes down there. The weird thing about being a wil-

oh god it’s so sweet and fertile, just intoxicating. There’s the smell

derness perfumer is that I have no idea if anyone but me is even

of the chaparral on a hot summer day, the redwoods in winter,

noticing or documenting this. One thing I do know is that no one

the coastal flanks of the mountain in spring… I could easily make

in our lifetime is going to sort out the incredibly intricate interac-

hundreds of perfumes just from that one place. In my lifetime I’m

tions that are happening to create that smell, but as a wilderness

only going to make a fraction of those. So to take on the rest of

perfumer, I can do something incredibly cool – I can try and do it.

the world? Forget it! Never gonna happen and I’m not the one to

I can dig into it with my senses and try my best to put it in a bottle.

do it anyway. This is the place I know and love and I will spend
the rest of my life getting to know and love it more. I have so far
to go, so far.
Liam is the chap behind this very magazine you’re reading.

Liam: For those who haven’t been to California or the

He’s also a beardy web and graphic designer from Northern

west coast of US, describe its appeal to you – what is it like at

Ireland now living in London. You can find him at

ground level; the smell, the dirt, the air, the flora, the fauna?

www.liamjmoore.com

Hall: I can’t talk about this in a level-headed way. I’m so in
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